The Villages Theatre Division MOVIE LIST
Friday, May 10th thru Thursday, May 16th

**Open Caption Presentations Available On Monday Now Only $5.00 - Check Local Listings For Show Times

New This Week
Pokémon Detective Pikachu (PG)

Running Time 1:44 ( Action, Adventure)
9:45am, 12:00**pm, 2:00pm, 5:50pm, 9:00pm
3D Only: 7:30pm
Fri Only: 2D and 3D 7:30 showing, No 12:00 showing
Rated for action, suggestive humor and thematic elements.

Ryan Reynolds, Justice Smith, Kathryn Newton

Detective Harry Goodman goes mysteriously missing, prompting his 21-yearold son Tim to find out what happened. Aiding in the investigation is Harry's
former Pokémon partner, Detective Pikachu: a hilariously wise-cracking,
adorable super-sleuth who is a puzzlement even to himself. Finding that they
are uniquely equipped to communicate with one another, Tim and Pikachu
join forces on a thrilling adventure to unravel the tangled mystery.

New This Week
Poms (PG-13)
Running Time 1:44 (Comedy)
9:30am, 11:45am**, 2:30pm, 4:30pm, 6:45pm, 9:00pm
Rated for language and sexual references

Diane Keaton, Pam Grier, Jacki Weaver, Charlie Yahan, Rhea Perlman, Bruce
McGill, Alisha Boe, Celia Weston, Patricia French
POMS is an uplifting comedy about Martha (played by Diane Keaton), a woman who moves
into a retirement community and starts a cheerleading squad with her fellow residents,
Sheryl (Jacki Weaver), Olive (Pam Grier) and Alice (Rhea Perlman), proving that it's never
too late to follow your dreams.

Breakthrough (PG)
Running Time 2:07 (Drama)
9:35am, 12:15pm**, 3:00pm, 5:40pm, 8:20pm
Rated for thematic content including peril

Chrissy Metz, Topher Grace, Josh Lucas,
Marcel Ruiz, Sam Trammell, Mike Colter
Based on the inspirational true story of one mother's
unfaltering love in the face of impossible odds. Joyce
Smith's adopted son John falls through an icy Missouri
lake, all hope seems lost. But as John lies lifeless,
Joyce refuses to give up. Her steadfast belief inspires
those around her to continue to pray for John's
recovery, even in the face of every case history and
scientific prediction. BREAKTHROUGH is an enthralling
reminder that faith and love can create a mountain of
hope, and sometimes even a miracle.

The Upside (PG13)
Running Time 2:16 (Comedy, Drama)
12:10pm**, 3:00pm, 8:15pm
Rated for suggestive content and drug use

Kevin Hart, Bryan Cranston, Nicole Kidman,
Julianna Margulies, Aja Naomi King
Phillip is a wealthy quadriplegic who needs a caretaker
to help him with his day-to-day routine in his New York
penthouse. He decides to hire Dell, a struggling parolee
who's trying to reconnect with his ex and his young son.
Despite coming from two different worlds, an unlikely
friendship starts to blossom as fun-loving Dell shows
curmudgeonly Phillip that life is worth living.
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Body at Brighton Rock (R)
Running Time 1:37 (Thriller, Drama, Mystery)
9:45am, 2:30pm, 4:40pm, 6:50pm,
Rated for language and some bloody images

Karina Fontes, Casy Adams, Emily Althaus,
Miranda Bailey, Matt Peters, John Getz
Wendy, a part-time summer employee at a
mountainous state park. When she takes a wrong
turn she stumbles upon what might be a potential
crime scene. Stuck with no communication after
losing her radio and with orders to guard the site,
Wendy must fight the urge to run and do the harder
job of staying put -- spending the night deep in the
wilderness, facing down her worst fears and proving
to everyone -- including herself -- that she's made of
stronger stuff than they think she is.

Dumbo (PG)
Running Time 2:02 (Family, Fantasy)
9:40am, 12:15pm**, 2:50pm, 5:25pm, 8:00pm
Rated for peril/action, some thematic elements, and brief
mild language

Colin Farrell, Michael Keaton, Danny DeVito,
Eva Green, Alan Arkin, Nico Parker

The all-new grand live-action adventure "Dumbo"
expands on the beloved classic story where differences
are celebrated, family is cherished and dreams take
flight. Circus owner Max Medici enlists former star Holt
Farrier and his children Milly and Joe to care for a
newborn elephant whose oversized ears make him a
laughingstock in an already struggling circus. But when
they discover that Dumbo can fly, the circus makes an
incredible comeback.

Unplanned (R)
Running Time 1:56 (Drama)
10:00am, 12:30pm**, 3:00pm, 5:30pm, 8:00pm
Rated for some disturbing/bloody images

Ashley Bratcher, Brooks Ryan, Robia Scott,
Jared Lotz, Robin DeMarco, Tina Toner

As one of the youngest Planned Parenthood clinic
directors in the nation, Abby Johnson was involved in
upwards of 22,000 abortions and counseled countless
women on their reproductive choices. Her passion
surrounding a woman's right to choose led her to
become a spokesperson for Planned Parenthood, fighting
to enact legislation for the cause she so deeply believed
in. Until the day she saw something that changed
Meet the Robinson's (G)
everything.

The River and The Wall (NR)
Running Time 1:47 (Documentary, Adventure)
9:30am, 12:00pm**, 4:45pm, 6:00pm
Fri only: No 6:00pm show
Not Rated

Ben Masters, Jay Kleberg, Filipe DeAndrade,

Mary Magdalene (R)
Running Time 2:10 (Drama)
9:40am, 12:30pm**, 3:15pm, 8:30pm
Fri only: No 8:30pm show
Rated for some bloody and disturbing images

Rooney Mara, Joaquin Phoenix, Uri Gavriel,

Would you like to receive our weekly e-letter at home each week?
Send an e-mail to theatreinfo@thevillages.com
and tell us to sign you up!!!

